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Atomic Bombings, Japan


Dramatic account of creation and use of the A-bombs.

See also:

-Bibliography on the Manhattan Project in Nuclear.
HIROSHIMA


NAGASAKI


PERSONAL ACCOUNTS


By crew member who flew on both atomic bomb missions.


Australian PW of Japanese who underwent atomic bombing.

Atomic Bombings, Japan


**AFTERMATH**


Atomic Bombings, Japan


Then-and-now photos, plus narrative.


Pictorial.


THE DEBATE

Includes orders of battle in appendices.


Offers three models for explaining why the bombs were used.

See Chap 30.

Controversy surrounding Jan 1995 planned exhibit and its modification; related articles follow in most of this issue.

Atomic Bombings, Japan

   Analyzes the aftermath.


   Counterattack against the “diplomatic use” revisionists.


   Rejoinder to article by Noyes in Sep 1995 issue.

THE LESSONS


